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Phil Hosp

“The credit rating agencies occupy a special place in our financial markets. Millions of investors rely on them for independent, objective assessments. The rating agencies broke this bond of trust and federal regulators ignored the warnings signs and did nothing to protect the public.”

I. Introduction

The adverse effects of the financial crisis began in 2007 with the fallout of the U.S. housing market. Effects of decreasing home prices spilled over to the broader economy because large financial institutions were heavily invested in credit instruments called mortgage-backed securities. These complex investments proved riskier and less profitable than investors initially thought and their decline in value caused has caused financial institutions to write-down trillions of dollars in assets, incur massive amounts of losses, and halt lending to other banks and businesses.

Mortgage-backed securities are created through a process called securitization. The process of securitizing mortgages is complex and involves many players within the financial markets. The financial system currently counts on these players to independently assess the risks of the mortgages that back each security sold. However, instead of conducting their own due diligence, market participants overly relied on credit rating agencies (CRA). This proved problematic because CRAs used outdated models that failed to account for changing conditions in the U.S. housing market.

This paper provides a general background of the evolution and importance of CRAs in the financial industry, and argues that a lack of regulatory sanctions, along with the absence of incentives for accuracy helped create the problem. This paper then argues that the imposition of a handicapping system similar to those used to handicap professional sports would provide a solution.

II. Credit Rating Agencies as Gatekeepers

CRAs play an important role in U.S. financial market. They serve as important gatekeepers that investors and regulators rely on to provide objective, timely and accurate financial information. CRAs are among a number of different professions that act as gatekeepers in the financial markets. The most common gatekeeper professions include auditors, CRAs, securities analysts, and attorneys.

Generally, market participants use gatekeepers in two primary capacities. First, market participants use gatekeepers in a reputational capacity. A reputational gatekeeper is a professional (individual or company) who is well known among market participants for providing neutral and accurate assessments of financial information. This status allows a reputational gatekeeper to lend its credibility to information that is communicated by a company to other markets participants. With the reputational gatekeeper’s seal of approval, market participants are more willing to rely on that information in making investment or business decisions.
decisions.
Second, market participants use gatekeepers in a regulatory capacity because the government requires their consent, approval, or certification in certain transactions. For example, securities regulations require that CRAs rate debt securities being issued in the financial markets. The government requires this because ratings theoretically provide an objective assessment of the risks inherent in the securities being offered. Unlike an issuer who has a financial incentive to exaggerate the profitability of securities being sold, CRAs are neutral because they have no financial ties to a security’s profitability. Thus, the government uses CRAs to guard against inaccurate information from misleading decisions by market participants.

Currently, CRAs act in both a reputational and gatekeeper role. However, in the late nineteenth century, CRAs initially began as pure reputational gatekeepers in selling business publications to investors. These publications contained assessments of commercial paper and other financial instruments.

Nonetheless, following the stock market crash of 1929, CRAs rapidly transitioned into a more regulatory capacity. This transition began in 1931 when the Comptroller of the Currency required banks to hold extra capital for bonds rated non-investment grade. Because the Comptroller defined the term “non-investment grade” as a security rated BBB and lower, credit ratings became essential to investors in the bond market.

Since that initial regulation, CRAs’ regulatory influence has spread while their reputation for accuracy has decreased. Currently, CRAs have been incorporated into hundreds of regulations, some of which directly concern the buying and selling of mortgage-backed securities.

III. Credit Ratings in Mortgage Securitization

Mortgage-backed securities are comprised of thousands of individual home loans, pooled into one security, and sold in shares to investors. They are created in a process called securitization.

Securitization starts when an originator (i.e., a lender) agrees to loan money to homebuyers in return for principle and interest payments. The originator then sells its rights to these payments to an arranger, typically a major bank. After purchasing thousands of loans from different originators, the arranger divides the loans into individual loan pools.

After consolidating the loans into pools, the arranger sells each pool to a special purpose vehicle (SPV), which is a separate legal entity that cuts off the arranger’s vulnerability to losses incurred from the loan pool. Ultimately, the SPV sells shares of the loan pool to investors. However, before it sells any shares, the SPV structures the loan pool into a series of tranches.

Tranches are pieces of the loan pool that the SPV separates according to risk. Tranches with the least amount of risk are referred to as senior tranches. Tranches with more risk are called junior tranches. Senior tranches are less risky than junior tranches because SPVs structure the security so that junior tranches incur losses before senior tranches. In this, SPVs allocate senior tranches with different forms of “credit enhancement.”

Credit enhancements can be internal contractual rights with respect to other tranches in the loan pool, or external arrangements with third parties that protect investors against financial losses. The most common forms of internal credit enhancements are (1) subordination – where junior tranches incur losses before the senior tranches, (2) over-collateralization – where the SPV creates an equity tranche that absorbs losses before the investor tranches, and (3) excess spread – where the SPV creates loss reserves or pays off delinquent payments with interest payments that exceed the payments owed to investors.
The most common form of external credit enhancement is the credit default swap. Effectively, a credit default swap is an insurance policy formed through an agreement between the SPV and a third party. Under this agreement, the SPV pays the third party to cover potential losses to investors of a particular tranche. Coverage under the credit default swap agreement is usually triggered by specified credit events. These events are usually defined as a percentage of homeowners defaulting on their mortgage payments owed to that tranche.

In 2008, credit default swaps became increasingly controversial. Because of bankruptcies or large financial losses in the financial sector, companies heavily involved in selling credit default swaps like Lehman Brothers – one of the ten largest sellers of credit default swaps – were unable to fulfill their contractual obligations to investors. Consequently, investors covered by swaps sold by those companies were exposed to unexpected financial risks.

After structuring the loan pool into tranches, the SPV hires CRAs to assign each tranche a credit rating. Mortgage-backed securities generate revenue from the principle and interest payments made by homeowners on the underlying mortgages. The CRAs’ purpose in rating these securities is to consider whether the security as a whole will meet payment and performance obligations—i.e., whether the homeowners will collectively make good on their payments.

The ratings process can be divided into four steps. First, the SPV sends information of the issuer’s background and the loan pool to a CRA analyst. Second, the CRA analyst uses that information to forecast the performance of the loan pool. In forecasting the security’s performance, the analyst inputs the information into a mathematical formula that replicates the loan pool’s revenue stream during a series of economic scenarios.

Third, the analyst evaluates the qualitative, quantitative, servicing, and legal aspects of the security. This includes information concerning security’s capital structure, its revenue stream, the loan pool’s underwriting criteria, the quality of the servicer, and the loan pool’s legal risks (e.g., the effects of bankruptcy, regulatory issues concerning the issuer/industry, the legal structure of the sale, the requirements necessary for a perfection of security interests, and taxes).

Fourth, the analyst recommends a rating for each tranche and presents it to a rating committee. The committee votes on the merits of each rating and notifies the issuer of its decision. After the initial rating is issued and the securities are sold, CRAs monitor each security and general market conditions. If the CRA discovers that new information could have a “material impact on a security’s creditworthiness,” it reconvenes the rating committee and reconsiders the rating.

Through this process CRAs have become essential parties in managing risks of mortgage-backed securities. However, a recent SEC investigation has shown that CRAs have ineffectively performed in that role.

IV. Problems in the Credit Rating Industry

In 2007, after a sudden increase in foreclosures, the SEC decided to investigate the rating practices of the three largest CRAs – Moody’s, S&P, and Fitch. From its investigation, the SEC concluded that CRAs issued inaccurate ratings because they used antiquated formulas that did not account for evolving market conditions. The SEC also concluded that CRAs knew their formulas’ were inaccurate and continued to issue ratings despite the fact that market participants relied on them.

Among the evidence supporting the SEC’s conclusions were internal emails that were
discovered during the investigation. One email summed up the problems with CRAs in a nutshell. In that email, a CRA analyst stated to a colleague that her agency’s model did not “capture half of [the deal’s] risk,” but that “it could be structured by cows and we would rate it.”

So why did CRAs fail in assessing the risks of mortgage-backed securities? As an initial, commentators suggested that the current fee structure, in which the issuer pays for the rating, creates a conflict of interest between the CRAs’ desire to obtain issuer business and the CRAs’ ability to render objective ratings. This idea is supported by other internal documents uncovered by the SEC. In an email entitled “Competition with Moody’s,” two S&P officers expressed their frustration in losing a deal to Moody’s. To prevent any future problems, these S&P discussed the possibility of diluting S&P’s rating requirements.

Commentators also suggest that security information and CRA rating methodologies are too opaque. In fact, even the raters have trouble gaining access to the necessary loan data to calculate a rating. For example, in another email, an S&P analyst requests loan documentation to review risks of a security being rated. A senior manager abruptly replied to his request by stating that, “Any request for loan level tapes is TOTALLY UNREASONABLE!!! Most investors don’t have it and can’t provide it. Nevertheless we MUST produce a credit estimate.”

In all, these issues are a result of the government’s inadequate oversight of the credit rating industry. In this, regulators fail to deter CRA misconduct because they impose inconsequential penalties on CRAs that issue inaccurate ratings. Moreover, the current regulatory environment does not encourage the market to economically value accurate ratings over inaccurate ratings.

With respect to penalties, the SEC has demonstrated little backbone in deterring CRAs from issuing inaccurate ratings. For instance, after its 2007 investigation, the SEC failed to recommend any punitive action against the CRAs involved. Instead, the SEC only recommended remedial measures, which the CRAs agreed to before the investigation’s findings were published.

Nevertheless, even if the SEC wanted to penalize inept CRAs, it would be difficult to do so because Moody’s, S&P, and Fitch dominate the ratings business. In fact, in 2007 the so-called Big Three agencies rated 98 percent of the asset-backed securities issued in the U.S. This market dominance has stifled competitive pressures in the industry causing CRAs to become complacent in not updating and improving rating methodologies.

The dominance of the Big Three is a direct result of the Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization (“NRSRO”) designation. This designation is required by the government for CRAs to be used for regulatory purposes. From the time of its creation in 1975 until 2002, the SEC only granted NRSRO status to seven CRAs. Because the Big Three subsequently acquired four of those agencies, the industry transformed into a virtual oligopoly. Since 2002, the SEC has taken steps to increase competition and reduce regulatory reliance on NRSROs. However, those actions have had little effect on the dominance of the Big Three.

In addition to insufficient penalties, current regulations fail to provide economic value in accurate ratings. On the sell-side, issuers want the best rating possible (accurate or not) because a good credit rating permits the issuer to sell its security to large institutional investors. And because issuers retain no interest in the profits or losses of that security, they are more concerned about the marketability of the security rather than the likelihood of its profitability.

On the buy-side, one would think that investors would pay more money for accurate ratings. However, in a market bubble environment like that of the housing market, investors are less adverse to risk. Accordingly, many institutional investors disregard proper due diligence and instead demand securities with the highest credit rating, regardless of its accuracy. High credit
ratings are attractive to investors because, when the bubble bursts, good credit ratings provide corporate officers with an excuse for bad investment decisions and poorly executed risk management procedures.

For their part, CRAs claim that ratings accurately capture risk over time when compared to other relevant public information. However, this argument falls short in today’s market because mortgage-backed securities are complex investment vehicles whose structure and risk many market participants do not understand. Furthermore, as discussed above, buy-side entities have little access to information about the security’s underlying assets.

V. Proposal: Handicapping The Credit Rating Agencies

Indeed, the SEC has taken steps to encourage competition in the credit rating industry by increasing the number of NRSROS and reducing reliance on those designated CRAs. However, more must be done to inject economic value into a rating accuracy. To accomplish that goal, this paper proposes to handicap CRAs by imposing a regulatory disadvantage to CRAs with less accurate rating histories.

Handicapping the CRAs could be similar to the system used by The United States Golf Association in regulating the game of golf. Generally, the purpose of a golf handicap is to level the playing field between players of different skill levels. It accomplishes this by giving less skilled golfers a numerical advantage over a competitor. This numerical advantage is determined by the difference between each golfer’s playing ability and it is deducted from the less skilled golfer’s final score at the end of the round.

For example, if Golfer A averages 75 strokes on a par 72 course, he has a handicap of 3. If Golfer B averages 80 on a par 72, he has a handicap of 8. When Golfer A plays against Golfer B, Golfer B receives a five-stroke advantage. After completing the round, both golfers add up their individual scores. Golfer B then subtracts five strokes from his score and compares that score with Golfer A’s score. The lowest score wins.

Regulators could apply a similar concept to CRAs. To calculate a CRA’s handicap, the SEC would take that CRA’s average accuracy in rating a particular type of security (e.g., asset-backed securities). Based upon the accuracy of its past ratings, and other relevant historical data, the CRA’s handicap will be the best predictor of the likelihood that the rating will be accurate. After calculating the handicap, the SEC would apply the CRA’s handicap to the ratings that it issues. Depending on the CRA’s past accuracy its handicap could lower or increase the overall rating that is used for regulatory purposes.

To illustrate, if a CRA initially rates a particular security AAA, the SEC will take the AAA rating and apply the CRA’s handicap. If the CRA has a poor track record in rating similar securities the handicap could potentially reduce the gross rating from AA to A, depending on the severity of the CRA’s past inaccurate ratings. As such, if the CRA’s track record demonstrates total unreliability, the handicap could even reduce the rating below BBB. In that case institutional investors would be barred from buying shares in that security.

Ultimately, this proposal will improve the credit rating industry. As an initial matter, handicapping CRAs will allow investors to easily compare the accuracy of each CRA. This will negate the blame game and increase the economic value of CRAs that accurately assess risk. Handicapping CRAs will also create regulatory penalties for CRAs that consistently issue bad ratings. Such penalties will encourage CRAs to improve both their ratings methodologies and due diligence standards. Ultimately, these penalties will offset any adverse monetary incentives presented by the issuer pays model.
V. Conclusion

In conclusion, CRAs are essential to maintaining market transparency and managing the market risk. However, CRAs have taken advantage of this influential position by using inaccurate rating methods that failed to capture foreseeable market risks. Regulations and regulators overseeing the credit rating industry allowed this to happen by failing to penalize incompetent CRAs and failing to create an environment that economically values rating accuracy. Policymakers can remedy these problems by implementing a handicapping system that integrates the accuracy of a CRA’s past ratings into the regulatory and economic value of its future ratings.
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